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Summary

We present a case study of polar anisotropy (or verti-
cal transverse isotropy, VTI) and demonstrate how the
anisotropic parameter � and the NMO velocity ratio
(n) can be estimated from 4-C sea-oor seismic data.
This is achieved by performing a semblance analysis
over n and � using the anisotropic DSR equation of
Li and Yuan (1999) for P-SV moveout (PS-moveout).
The analysis requires the prior knowledge of the P -
wave NMO velocity vpn and the vertical velocity ratio
0. Compared with the existing methods, this ap-
proach improves the results of PS-moveout correction
at far o�sets, reduces error propagation and magni�-
cation by using � as the input for parameter inversion,
and yields more stable estimates of anisotropic param-
eters.

Introduction

With the advent of 4C sea-oor seismic technology,
the study of mode-converted shear-waves (PS -waves)
has become increasingly common in the industry. One
of the main problems in processing 4C sea-oor data is
the wide occurrence of polar anisotropy in marine sed-
iments. Over recent years, various methods have been
presented for quantifying polar anisotropy and com-
pensating for its e�ects using either P -wave (Alkhal-
ifah and Tsvankin, 1995), PS -wave (e.g. Seri� and
Sriram, 1991; Thomsen, 1998; Yuan and Li, 1998),
or both (Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994; Li and Yuan,
1999). Here we combine the method of Alkhalifah and
Tsvankin (1995) for non-hyperbolic P -wave data with
the approach of Li and Yuan (1999) for converted-
wave moveout analysis. The key steps are the correla-
tion analysis for 0, and the semblance analysis for n
and �. We apply this processing ow to a 4C dataset
from the North Sea (courtesy of Shell Expro). The
dataset was recorded by the Geco-Prakla drop-drag
cable (Figure 1), and Yuan et al. (1998) discussed the
data characteristics in more detail.

Anisotropic P-wave analysis

Using the technique of Alkhalifah and Tsvankin
(1995), the P-wave NMO velocity vpn and the
anisotropic parameter � can be determined from the
vertical component. We perform this analysis for the
events at P-wave zero-o�set time (tp0) 986ms, 1244ms

and 1686ms. The semblance analysis shows very good
resolution (Figure 2), and both vpn and � can be re-
solved con�dently (Table 1). A P -wave stacked section
is also generated (Figure 3a).

Since the S-wave NMO velocity vsn and vertical ve-
locity vs0 are related to vpn and � by

v2sn = v2s0 + 2�v2pn; (1)

� must satisfy:

� < �max =
v2sn
2v2pn

=
1

22n
: (2)
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Figure 1. A common receiver gather from the 4C North

Sea dataset: (a) hydrophone, (b) inline, (c) crossline and

(d) vertical components, respectively. (Courtesy of Shell

Exploration, UK).
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Figure 2. P -wave anisotropic velocity analysis using

Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) for selected events at P -

wave zero-o�set time (a) 1244ms and (b) 1686ms in the

vertical component.
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Figure 3. Stacked sections of (a) the vertical component (P -wave) and (b) the inline horizontal component (PS-wave).
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Figure 4. Selected VP =VS ratio spectra: (a) isotropic

velocity analysis �iso and (b) iso. The vertical axis is

tps0 time.

However, the estimated � from P -waves sometimes
may exceed the maximum limit �max. This causes
some di�culties in joint P and PS-wave processing.
Furthermore, as � = 20(�� �) � 2n�, any small errors

in � will be magni�ed and propagated into �, giving
unreliable estimates.

Estimating vertical velocity ratio

To perform anisotropic PS-wave moveout analysis re-
quires the prior knowledge of the vertical velocity ratio
(0). This may be achieved by correlation of the P -
and PS-wave stacked sections. For this, we may ignore
anisotropy and process the PS data using the isotropic
DSR equation (Li and Yuan, 1999) to generate the PS
stacked section (Figure 3b) for correlation. Here, we
have successfully correlated �ve major horizons, and
the picked zero-o�set P -wave time tp0, PS-wave time
tps0 and the estimated 0 are shown in Table 1 below.

No. tpp0 tps0 0 vpn �

1 692 1564 3.52 - -

2 854 1876 3.39 - -

3 986 2080 3.22 1980 0.118

4 1244 2536 3.08 2030 0.054

5 1686 3378 3.01 2100 0.039

Table 1. Estimated 0 from P and PS-wave correlation.

Time is in milliseconds and velocity is in meters per second.

This analysis also yields isotropic velocity ratios �iso
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and iso (Figure 4), which are related to each other by

iso(tps0) = �iso(tps0)
vpn(tp0)

vpn(t�p0)
; (3)

where tp0 = tps0=(1+0) and t�p0 = tps0=(1+�iso). t
�

p0

is the apparent zero-o�set time. For isotropic media,
tp0 = t�p0. For polar anisotropy, iso has the following
relationship with 0 (Li and Yuan, 1999):

iso = eff
1 + 0
1 + eff

; (4)

where eff = 2n=0, and is called the e�ective velocity
ratio for polar anisotropy (Thomsen, 1998).

0 is the key parameter in these equations. If, how-
ever, reliable correlation cannot be achieved for some
reason, 0 may be estimated by assuming � = 0, or
� = 2� (Berthet et al., 1998).

Semblance analysis for n and �

For polar anisotropy, Li and Yuan (1999) show that
the PS moveout can be accurately modelled using a
double-square-root (DSR) equation:

tps =

s
t2ps0

(1 + 0)2
+

x2p
v2pn

��t2p

+

s
2
0
t2ps0

(1 + 0)2
+

(x� xp)2

v2sn
+�t2s; (5)

where

�t2p =
2�x4p

v2pn[t2ps0v
2
pn=(1 + 0)2 + (1 + 2�)x2p]

�t2s =
2�(x� xp)

4

v2sn[t2ps0v
2
sn(1 + 2�)2

0
=(1 + 0)2 + (x� xp)2]

;

and xp is the conversion point o�set and its expression
can also be found in Li and Yuan (1999).

Knowing vpn and 0, equation (5) can be used to per-
form a semblance analysis on selected PS-events to
determine n and �. We perform this procedure on
the events at 1564ms, 2080ms and 2536ms of tps0 time.
As in the P -wave case, the PS semblance analysis also
shows very good resolution (Figure 5), and both n
and � can be resolved (Table 2). Note that the resolu-
tion decreases as tps0 increases. An o�set-depth ratio
of 3.0 is often required.

(a) (b)
Figure 5. PS-wave anisotropic velocity analysis using Li

and Yuan (1999) for selected events at tps0 time (a) 1536

ms and (b) 2080ms in the inline horizontal component.

No. tps0 n � iso �eff �n
1 1564 2.40 1.360 2.75 1.554 2.34

3 2080 2.32 1.070 2.73 1.832 2.43

4 2536 2.35 0.771 2.69 1.935 2.44

Table 2. Estimated n and � from PS-wave semblance

analysis using the DSR equation, as well as the result of

isotropic velocity analysis iso. 
�

eff
and �n are estimated

from equation (4). Time is in milliseconds.

Note that equation (4) can also be used to estimate
eff and hence n once 0 and iso are determined
(�eff and �n, Table 2). 

�

n is in good agreement with
the scanning results of n.

PS-moveout correction and inversion

Once vpn; 0, n and � are all determined, the
anisotropic DSR equation (5) can be used for PS-wave
moveout correction. An improvement to the horizons
at far o�set is achieved (Figure 6). Parameter in-
version can also be performed to determine the four
Thomsen parameters: vp0, vs0, � and � (Table 3).

Note that a small change in � from 0.054 to 0.050 will
result in 5% or more errors in the vertical velocities
(Table 3). In contrast, a change in � from 0.710 to
0.730 introduces only less than 1% error. This con-
�rms that the semblance analysis for n and � is a
good approach for anisotropic parameter inversion.

Inputs vp0 (m/s) vs0 (m/s) � �

�=0.054 1691 549 0.299 0.221

�=0.050 1781 578 0.213 0.149

�=0.710 1711 555 0.279 0.204

�=0.730 1697 551 0.292 0.215

Table 3. Comparison of Thomsen parameters estimated

using � as the initial input with those estimated using � as

the input for the event at 2536ms of tps0 time.
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Figure 6. Comparison of (a) isotropic DSR with (b)

anisotropic DSR moveout corrections at CCP 1100 of the

North Sea data. There are clear improvements for the

events at 1.5 and 2.1 seconds. The vertical axis is tpso
time in seconds.

Discussion and conclusions

For polar anisotropy, it is di�cult to obtain the ver-
tical velocities and build a velocity-depth model from
reection data without borehole or log information.
Attempts have been made to obtain the four Thom-
sen parameters from reection data alone. Tsvankin
and Thomsen (1995) suggested the use of both long-
spread P - and SV -wave data, and their technique is
limited by data availability. Joint inversion of P - and
PS-wave moveout from horizontal reectors has also
been used, and this scheme su�ers severe error prop-
agation and magni�cation due to the use of � as the
initial input.

The use of the anisotropic DSR equation for PS move-
out of Li and Yuan (1999) makes it possible to per-
form a semblance analysis over n and � on long-o�set
PS data. Thus � can replace � as the input parame-
ter for inversion. This reduces error propagation and
magni�cation, and allows a more reliable estimation
of the Thomsen parameters. However, this approach
requires the prior knowledge of P -wave NMO velocity
vpn and the vertical velocity ratio 0. The applica-
tion of this approach to the Shell North Sea data veri-
�es the methodology and leads to the identi�cation of

more than 20% polar anisotropy in the study area.
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